Brigantia Distribution - Email Protection

Protecting businesses against today’s increasing threats in a seamless, effective and intuitive way

Retruster
Retruster is a purpose-built, nextgeneration email protection solution,
leveraging the latest technology,
including Artificial Intelligence, to
proactively alert users to potential risks
within emails.

Retruster analyses emails for a range of
different threats, such as CEO Fraud and
phishing, but instead of blocking emails from
getting to the user, it warns users of potential
risks in each email. This ensures the user does
not miss important emails blocked as false
positives.

Attackers are becoming more and more advanced
and are able to monitor what existing email
security solutions are able to detect, allowing them
to adapt their own attacks to prevent detection.
Understandably, end users trust an email when it
is delivered to their inboxes as they know it has
passed through the corporate email security and
therefore, in the eyes of the user, these emails are
clean.

With 91% of cyber
attacks starting with a
phishing email

Retruster is integrated into Microsoft 365 and
Google Workplace and no emails are routed
through the solution, allowing it to operate in
tandem with existing email security solutions,
adding a new layer of protection around email.

With 91% of cyber attacks starting with a phishing
email, it is vital to provide a layered approach to
email security as many malicious attacks pass
through existing email security solutions because
there is no malware to detect.
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How Retruster protects users
Retruster processes each email through its AI
engine to detect specific “triggers” inside the
email and thus this “triggers” warnings to the
user, making them aware of the potential threats
contained within.
The AI assesses elements such as the time and
timezone the email was sent from, the route the
email took to get to the user, whether the sender is
new to the user or if the email was sent from a free
email service. Retruster also looks at the contents
of the email to detect malicious intent, such as
CEO Fraud or other types of attacks.
Once these checks are complete, it displays the
alerts in a sidebar, allowing users to see threats in
every email that is opened.

Features:
• 24/7 user-facing visible protection
• Clear and concise guidance for end users
• Over 98% reduction in clicks on phishing
emails
• Integrates with Microsoft 365 and Google
Workspace
• Supports Cloud, On Prem and Hybrid

Benefits:
• No settings changes for DNS or MX
records
• No emails are routed through Retruster
• No disruption
• Significantly improved cyber-security
posture
• Monthly billing per user with automated
reporting
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